ABle Change Process

or stems hange

Identify
a Targeted Problem

1

Identify Relevant
Diverse Perspectives
and a Process to
Engage Them

3

Make Sense of the
System Scan Data
Using a Root Cause
Framework

5
7

Develop Initial
Strategies Using
Community Perspectives
Design a shared
agenda
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10

2

Define System
Boundaries Around
the Problem

4
6

Develop System Scan
Questions Around
the Targeted Problem
and use a Process to
Gather the Data

Prioritize
Systems Change
Targets Based on
Community Input

Use an implementation
scan to identify and
address implementation
needs related to
Strategies
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Promote small wins across
the system

Facilitate a systemic action learning process to:
continuously identify and understand emerging
system issues and opportunities; design small win
actions; effectively implement and track actions;
and learn for ongoing improvement

11

ABle Change Simple rules

or stems hange

Engage diverse perspectives

Diverse stakeholders hold unique perspectives on the system, its problems,
and possible solutions. The more perspectives accessed and understood, the
more accurate the understanding.

THINK SYSTEMATICALLY

Change eﬀorts often target the surface of problems, not the underlying
systemic conditions causing local problems. Thinking systemically attends
to and shifts system characteristics and their interactions. and the more
eﬀective the solutions.

implement change effectively

Great strategic designs for promoting community change are not enough;
systems change eﬀorts must also attend to how eﬀectively their proposed
strategies are carried out by assessing and building a climate for eﬀective
implementation.

incubate change

Transformative change is accelerated when communities create the conditions
for rapid innovation to occur across the community system. Incubating change
includes fostering small actions across multiple community layers as well as
leveraging systemic feedback loops to reinforce the change.

Adapt quickly

Problems facing our communities today are complex and ever-changing.
Transformative change requires an ongoing, dynamic process, where
understanding, learning and adapting become more important than planning.
To adapt quickly, you must identify and quickly respond to emerging problems
and opportunities.

Pursue social justice

In order to really shift the status quo, one must understand disparities in
outcomes and opportunities. Pursuing social justice includes identifying,
acknowledging, and tackling the inequities that exist.

